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SurveyTime advanced functions tips and tricks using Telmar coding grid

Highlight
In figure 1 you will see that there are yellow and blue highlighted cells. These 
can be used to show large and small indices. Select highlight values figure 1, 
then as in figure 2 select index as the data item and input the values. You select 
the data item the value and the colour and then add. In this example we 
selected index >= 120 and the colour yellow and then add then we selected 
index <= 80 and the colour blue - don’t forget add

Own codes
Own codes is used for saving sets of columns or rows that you wish to re-use 
eg. a selection of media, or some demographics, or just some complex coding 
that your client likes to use describe their brand’s target audience. To save, you 
click on Own Codes (top right) figure 3 and then give a memorable file name 
figure 4 and they will appear in the code book, at the top under Own Codes in 
your User directory figure 5 ready for when you need them. TIP this 
functionality is very useful if you want to combine coding from different parts 
of the code book as you can store everything together in one or two files and 
then use the own code files for building. 

Right click command
There are a number of useful functions in the coding grid. You find them by 
right clicking on the coding grid figure 6.

Titling tips
1) You can change e.g. shorten all titles by clicking on the title mode (top left 

icon bars) figure 7. To change only individual one(s), highlight them and use 
the right click title command instead figure 6 (middle red box)

2) Replace works like Word and Excel, you can replace titles across a number 
of rows figure 6 (bottom red box).  In figure 8 there is an example of how to 
change National Geographic to Nat Geo in two rows at once.
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Combine
In figure 9 we highlighted rows 1 to 3 about accessing news on-line and 

then right click on the grid  and picked combine and then the any button. 
The program will group together the highlighted rows using the any 
command. It adds a fourth row as in the bottom of figure 9

Multi word searching
In this example figure 10, we are trying to find C-Level execs In the search 
box you type CEO; C-level: CFO. You can input part of a word or a phrase, 
BUT the rule is to separate each search word  or phrase with a semi colon. 
Also there is an example in figure 11 of searching for lifestyle questions 
using phrases. Please note that search for “like” will find too many so use 
phrases to search for the exact ones that you want.  

VIND (compare indices for 2 brands)
In figure 12a we show an index comparison report.  Surveytime compares 2 
indices and provides an index of them e.g. the Financial Times 103.44 is 
found by dividing the Cathay Pacific Index by the Cathay Dragon Index * 100 
(219/211*100=103).  Input the 2 brands (or media) for comparison as 
columns and enter a selection of rows. Return to the column coding grid 
and right click on the 2 brands (or media) and select Combine, then pick 
VIND from the coding operator list figure 12b. 

Count coding for attitudinal targets 
In figure 13 we are coding an  “Opinion Leaders” audience by counting 
people’s answers to Business Activities. 
Step 1 Select all the Business Activities questions figure 13  
Step 2 Next click on count then answer >= 4 figure 13
Step 3 The coding is inserted with + signs between and >=4 right at the end. 
Edit the label to be Opinion Leaders (or 4+ business activities) figure 14
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Brand Repertoire report 
This section shows how to count answers using kinds of holiday as an 
example. This helps to analyse the number of holidays people have. 
See output example in figure 15

Find the section about “kinds of holiday of intn’l leisure trips” 
figure 16 and select each type of holiday (but NOT None or Refused
answers). Add them all as separate Rows, then go to Cols, and with 
the holidays still highlighted, click on the Count Button in the middle 
of the screen and set up 3 different types of Count Coding as shown 
in figure 17.

Col 1    =1
Col 2    RANGE 2 to 4
Col 3    >=5

Tidy up the titles:-
Col 1 = One holiday only
Col 2 = 2-4 holidays
Col 3 = 5 or more holidays

Change the data items, using the data items icon Figure 18 to 
Audience, %Row and %Table

You can sort by clicking on the totals column (sort descending) figure 
15 and you can see on the report that the % Row is the most 
interesting number to look at. The % Row adds up to 100%.

So for Shopping holidays 3.9% of holiday shoppers have had one type 
of holiday only (which would be shopping), 40.4% of holiday 
shoppers have had 2-4 types of holiday and 55.7% have had 5 or 
more different types of holiday.
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